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A. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE. 

Higli school race walk competitions require a set 
of officials who are trained to deteriiiine the legality of 
competitors through the enforcement of tlie rules of race 
walking. Race walking judges ensure fairness for all 
walkers by disqualifying conipetitors who are ~iot  race 
walking within these rules. Judges have the sole 
authority to determine the fairness or u~ifairness of 
walking and their collective decisions are final in this 
regard. 

The basic rules and procedures of judging high 
school 1500m or 1600m race walks are the same as 
those of local, national and international coinpetitioi~s, 
however, some modifications to procedures are 
necessary due to the short distances involved, and .for 
dual and quad meets where there are not sufficient 
officials, procedures must be altered. Suggestions ' are 
made for both. 

1. Definition o f  Race Walking: Race Walking is 
defined as a progression of steps so taken that the walker 
makes contact with the ground so that no visible (to tlie 
human eye) loss of contact occurs. The advancing leg 
must be straightened (i.e., not bent at the knee) from the 
moment of first contact with the ground until tlie leg is 
in the vertical upright position. 

Note: Tlie definition's two clauses (continuous contact 
and a straightened leg until the vertical position) 
differentiate race walking fi-om running. Race walking is 
knoxvn as the "heel and toe" event. The heel of tlic lead 
leg rnust make contact before the rear leg toes off. It is 
understood tliat the advancing leg is the lead leg and tliat 
straightening occurs at heel contact wl~en tlie leg is in 
support. If this is not clear, simultaneously compare a 
race walker and a runner striding next to each other. Tlie 
differences are readily evident. 

Note: A progression of steps implies enough steps to 
view ]nore than one instant of contact or knee extension; 
two to three strides (four to six steps). A decision made 
for just one stride is poor judging, particularly when a 
walker 11as scuffed tlie track or an uneven surface, or has 
been bumped by a competitor and slightly loses balance 
for one stride. Repeat occurrences of such steps tn gain 
at1 advantage should be acted on by [:lie judge. 

2. Cautions: Athletes inay be cauiioned by any judge 
when, by their mode of progression, they are in danger 
of failing to comply with the defiiii1.ion of race walking; 
but they shall not be given a second caution by one and 
the same judge for the same offense. 

Each judge shall use a yellow paddle for 
signaling cautions. Each paddle should have the synlbol 
- iiidicating "Loss of Contact" on one side and the 
sy111bo1 > indicating "Bent Knee" on the reverse side to 
sliov7 the reason for the caution. 

Note: Competitors do not have to be cautioned if their 
mode of progression violates the definition of race 
walking. However, it is customary to give the athlete the 
opportuoity to correct if they are illegal. 

3. Red Cards (Disqualification Proposals): Wlien a 
judge observes a competitor who fails to comply with 
the definitior~, he issues a red card, or proposal for 
disqualification. Red cards sl~ould be passed to a 
Recorder as soon as possible. If there is no Recorder. 
the red card should be given to the Chief Judge. All 
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judges sliould record tlieir proposals on their Judge's 
Tally Sheet. 

4. Disqualification. When red cards-from three different 
judges have been sent to the recorder or chief judge on 
the same competitor, that competitor is disqualified and 
should be notified of this disqualification by the chief . 

-judge by signaling the disqualification with a red paddle. 
Disqualified competitors sllall leave tlie track. 

Note: Notification of disqualification nlay occur after 
the event's conclusion 

B. JUDGING PROFICIENCY 

I. Observe & Decide. A race walking judge's 
proficiency increases as he develops his powers of 
observation. There are ~nany physical moveinents, 
especially when the walker becomes fatigued, that may 
result in illegal walking. It must always be remembered, 
that the only reason a race walking judge makes a 
decision is because tlie judge Iias observed a violation of 
the definition of race walking (loss of contact or bent 
knee). Judging decisions should be made based only on 
observations of continuous contact and straightened 
knees over four or more steps, disregarding any other 
motion. 

L ~ a l  Loss o f  Contact  Bent Knee 

Fig. 1: Exaniples of legal walking. and illegal walking due to visible 
loss of contact -and bent knees. 

2. Independent Decisions. All race walking judges 
operate independently, incll~ding the Chief Judge, and 
should not discuss the competition wit11 others; 
spectators, coaches, other officials, and in particular the 
other race walk judges. Judges should not compare 
notes nor should they view the Disqualification Posting 
Board until after tlie col~clusion of the competition. 
Proficiency is not measured by how many red cards have 
been issued. 

C. JUDGING ROLES 

Recorder and Disqualification Board Operator who 
assist with Red Cards; and a Chief Judge's Assistant, 
wlio does not give cautions nor issue red cards; who only 
notifies disqualified contestants of tlieir disqualification. 

2. Role of the Chief Judge. The Chief Judge (Judge # 1 )  
supervises tlie overall judgii~g of the event. The Chief 
Judge assigns the other judges to positions on tlie track 
and may reposition them to insure adequate coverage at 
the start and finish on the track. Wlien there is no Chief 
Judge's Assistant, tlie Chief Judge is responsible for 
iiotifying disqualified competitors. 'The Chief will collect 
red cards when there is no Recorder. 

3. Extraordinary Power to the Chief Judge. When a 
competitor exhibits total disregard for the rules of 
walking and gains an unfair advantage in quatifyitig 
events, or major championsl~ips, state associations 
give the Chief Judge authority to disqualify colnperitors 
in the last I OOm without previous Red Cards. In this 
situation, the Chief does not judge earlier parts of tlie 
race, and a 5"' Associate Judge must be added. TIie Chief 
Judge then supervises the race up to the last 10Om. 

How does the Chef make this type of call? 
Competitors that break into a run change their gait 
distinctively. A conipetitor wlio starts r~uining: 

Clearly flexes (bends) the support leg after contact. 
Runs stiff-legged with total disregard for the contact 
rule. 

D. JUDGING POSITIONS 

1. Zone Judging. To ensure adequate coverage tlie 
track is divided into four equal zones; each area having 
1/2 of a curve and 112 of a straightaway. Each judge has 
a designated area to watch. The judge should move 
within that zone. The chief judge moves around the track 
in a clockwise direction. Judges should stay 
predominantly in the outside lanes, but may move to the 
inside of the track as needed. 

Iklr&lagraallb~n~stkrdju&ia: 
rawr maw& 1h ClntT,Idgbplt 
nhre ctarlncl omnd tkr m k  

1. Number of Judges: For track events, it is standard to 
have five judges; a Chief Judge and four Associates. For 
major events three non-.judging officials are added; a 

Fig. 2: Judging positions at the start of n 1500tn event (400m tra'ck) 
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2. The Start and Finish. Coriipetitors push for position 
or place at the start and finish. Wit11 '?zones," designated 
judges can assist at tlie start of the race, arid then move 
to their assigned areas. Tlie judge assigned to tlie zone 
that includes the start (#2), the judge assigned to tlie 
zone in front of the start (#3) and the Chief Judge (#I)  
are positiotled near the starting line. Towards the end of 
a race, the judge in  lie finish area zone (#5), the judge in 
the preceding zone (#4), and cliief .judge ( # I )  should 
move to the finish area. The Recorder and the Chief 
Judge's Assistant stay near the Disqualification Posting 
Board at the beginning of the final straightaway. 

E. THE JUDGE'S VIEWING AREA 
Race Walk judging decisions to cautio~i or to 

issue red cards rnust be based on observations made 
within the judge's own viewing area, witl~ii? their 
assigned zol~e 011 the track, and not from observations 
made of the competition from other areas of tlie track. 

1. A Clear View. A judge should position himself to 
allow a clear view of the legs of the competitors. In a 
track event, the ideal positioli is to the outside lanes, so 
that tlie inner-raised curb will not block the view of the 
contact points. It ]nay be necessary to move to the inside 
of the track to get another viewing angle to confirm a 
bent knee before making a call. 

Cornpetition Ui rection 
b ---------+ 

Judge's Viewing Area of 4 to 6 Steps 
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Fig. 3: The Judgc's "Viewi~ig Area" of a progressiot~ of steps 

2. Ideal Vantage Point. I t  is not possible to make 
accurate calls standing close to competitors. To judge a 
progression of 4 to 6 steps witliin the viewing area, the 
judge must stand 4 to 6 steps away from the competitors. 
From that ideal vantage point, it is not necessary to kneel 
or to get close to the track surface to judge. Decisions to 
act may not be made from great distances such as from 
across tlie track. A Judge should never lie on tlie track 
nor run along side the competitors while judging. Lastly, 
the walker should not be judged directly from the front 
or the rear. 

Race Walkers are most likely to be illegal during 
the acceleration at the start, when passing anotl~er 
walker, in the lniddle of a group, and during the 
finisliing sprint immediately before the finish line. 

F. HOW TO MAKE RACE WALK JUDGING 
DECISIONS 

1. The Best Way to Decide. To make a decision, the 
race walk judge must develop a method. Top USA 
-judges use tlie following sequence in making judgments. 
They first look at an approaching group frotn a distance 
for motions that distinguish individuals from the group. 
As tlie group approaches, they look for more specific 
indicators. Not paying attention to the rest of the 
competitors, the experienced judge then looks more 
closely at those walkers in his viewing area who 
attracted his attention. Lastly, judgments aiid possible 
decisions are made based solely on the competitor's 
adlierelice to the definition of race walking witliin that 
judge's viewing area. 

2. Indicators That May Attract the Race Walk 
Judge's  attention^ WliiIe observing groups of 
coinpetitors outside tlie viewing area, the race walk 
judge looks for competitors who appear to be jogging, 
shuffling or bobbing up arid down; they rnay be belit 
kneed or loosilig contact. They look obviously out of the 
"norm" and need closer scrutiny. As those athletes enter 
the viewing area, tlie judge should look for these 
indicators: 

Over striding and under striding that may lead to 
loss of contact or bent knee. 
High back kick after toe-off that may lead to loss 
of contact. 
High foxward knee drive that may raise the body's 
center of mass and lead to loss of contact. 

* A too high an ann swing and/or lifting of the 
shoulders that may pull the body up and off the 
ground leading to loss of contact 

If any of these techniques are observed the hdge  should 
watcli the competitor more closely to decide if a decision 
is required. 

3. Contact THEN Straightening: To make a judgment, 
first look to determine if contact has bee11 maintained 
(double contact), and then look to determine if the 
support leg has been straightened at the knee. Soine 
athletes take longer to straighten their knees than others 
and lnay not look "straight" at contact. 
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Note: Looking for contact first lets these walkers 
straighten. Knee straightening for most race walkers is a 
flowing process: as weight is put on their support leg at 
contact, the knee glides into a locked position. 

When a decision is made to "red card" a 
competitor, it must be based on the definition of race 
walking and not the earlier indicators that brought 
attention to the competitor. Tf in doubt give the benefit to 
the athlete. 

4. Visible Loss of Contact: A red card (proposal for 
disqualification) for visible loss of contact is given when 
a judge sees the rear foot of the competitor leave the 
ground before the front foot makes contact with the 
ground. Lack of continuous contact is visible wlien the 
rear toe and front heel are both off of the ground at the 
same time. 

Fig. 3: Visible loss o f  contact (arrows should point to darkened feet). 

5. Contact Cautions. A judge may give a caution for 
potential loss of co~itact when loss of contact is not 
clearly evident. Tlie following techniques may lead to 
loss of contact: 

Continued extension of the ankle after toe off, when 
the rear foot is lifted from the ground. 
First contact with the ground made with a flat foot. 
First contact with the ground made under the body. 
Extreme forward lean that places the torso in front of 

the lead foot at contact wit11 the ground. 

6. Bent Knee: Red cards for bent knee are given when a 
judge sees either of technique flaws: 

Rending (flexion) of the support leg a t  the knee when 
weight is put on it. Flexion of the leg is marked by long 
contractions of the muscles at the front of the thigh 
(eccentric contraction of the quadriceps). 
Flexion of the support leg at the knee when in single 
stance, at any point after contact with the ground before 
the leg reaches the vertical position. (Also marked by 
eccentric contraction of the "quads.") 

Note. When the leg is  straightened at the knee, the knee 
should lock and remain locked until the vertical position. 
The quadriceps remains relaxed. If the knee is allowed to 
flex (bend or "buckle") wlien weight is put on it, ,the 
quads must contract and stretch to avoid falling. The 
competitor will look like slie is running, exhibiting an 

up-and-down jogging style. This illegal technique is 
sliown in this illustration. 

Fig. 4: Bcnt Knees. 

7. Bent Knee Caution. The Judge may give a caution 
for potential bent knee when contraction or relaxation of 
the support leg's front thigh ~nuscles cannot clearly be 
seen or when the walker appears to be walking.very stiff 
legged. 

Note: Cautions and red cards for bent knees should not 
to be given if the athlete hyper-extends the leg at tlie 
knee, is bowlegged, has large thighs. or has protruding 
knees. Do not look to see if the leg is "straight" but 
rather look to see if the leg has straightened at the knee. 

G. ACTING ON JUDGEMENTS 

1. Time for Correction. As a judge, act once a decision 
is made. Do not wait to give a caution or red card. Keep 
in mind that you are part of a panel, and the system of 
cautions and red cards is for the atlilete's benefit. A 
signal with the yellow paddle and the posting of red 
cards in championship races gives the competitor a 
chance to correct before disqualification. A caution or a 
single red card does not hurt an athlete. Jt should help. 

2. Collective Action. A judge's independent decision 
only affects the athlete negatively if a collective decision 
reaches the same conclusion. Keep in mind that 
competitors may be cautioned by all of the judges 
without disqualification. If two or more other race walk 
judges see what you see, an athlete violating the 
definition of race walking, then the collective, but 
independent, panel should ensure the fairness of the 
con~petition for all. 

H. GlVING CAUTIONS. 

1. The Purpose of Cautions: Cautions are for the 
benefit of the athlete. Tlie role of a judge when 
cautioning is to make the competitor aware that the 
judge considers her in danger of a violation and that if 
she does not pay attention to her technique, she may 
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violate the definition and tlie judge may write a red card 
on her. Cautions do not count against competitors. 
They are simply advice to the athlete. 

2. Using the Yellow Paddle: The primary method 
of cautioning is with the yellow paddle. To caution 
a competitor, the judge should: 

Make eye contact with the athlete 
Point to the athlete. 
Show the paddle so the athlete sees the infraction that 
she i s  being cautioned for. 

3. Verbal Cautions: When it is iiot possible to show the 
competitor a paddle, or when paddles are not available, 
cautions may be given verbally by calling the athlete's 
nun~ber and stating only: 

"loss of contact," or 
"bent Itnee" 

For example: "Number 16 - CAlJTION - benl knee." 

All other verbal colnmunicatition is to be avoided. 
Saying more, i.e., liaving a discussion with the 
competitor about whicli leg is in danger of riot 
straightelling, or when you observed the infraction is not 
appropriate, and may be construed as coaching. 

4. Multiple Cautions: A judge may issue cautions for 
both contact and bent knee. 11.1 short track races such 
instances should be ail exception. Judges may riot give 
repeated cautions for the same infraction. 

inust make sure all the cards have tlie same number. All 
cards ~nllst be signed, so they may do so before the event 
as well. 

When a judge issues a red card, (:lie following 
informatior1 is recorded 011 the card: 

competitor number 
reason for the red card 
time of day 

The illustration in Figure 5, shows a red card given 
by Judge #2 to Competitor # 1 for bent knee at 10: 1 8 

5. Missed Cautions. It is riot professional to "'run 
down" a competitor to give a caution. If necessary, wait 
until the athlete passes again to give it. Tf in tlie 
mealitiine, the competitor has corrected and is 110 longer 
is in danger, and is not in need of a caution, do not give 
her tlie caution you were waiting for. It will only 
confuse tlie athlete. 

Cautions that have been shown or verbalized to 
the competitor must be recorded 012 tlie individual 
Judge's Tally Sheet. If you had decided to give a 
caution, but could not (as in the situatior~ above), and did 
not, cross off any notations you inade. 

I. RED CARDS: Proposing Disqualification. 

1. Issuing Red Cards. Wlnen a judge sees that a 
competitor i s  clearly in violation of the definition of race 
walking a Red Card sliould be issued. 

To speed up  the process, judges should write 
tlieir judge's number and name on the red cards before 
tlie event begins. If 1:lley have pre-numbered cards, they 

JLTDGE NUMBER 

Fig. 5:  .Judge 2's Red Card for Loss of Contact. 

2. Timely DQ Proposals. Red Cards should be sent to 
tlie Recorder at tlie DQ Posting Board as soon as 
possible, so that with timely posting, the competitor 
~i~igli t  have the chance to correct without being issued 
more cards against her. A system of card collectors may 
be employed. 

3. Prior Cautioning, Judges do not have to cautioii a 
competitor before issuing a red card. With the sense of 
preventive officiating at the ph ilosopl~ical core of liigli 
school officiating, it may helpfbl to siinultaneousl~ 
cautioii coinpetitors (particularly novices) when only a 
red card is warranted. Doiiig so may get the walker to 
correct and survive the race. 

Note: Most race walkers do not cheat; they get carried 
a.way, however, if you feel a walker has abandoned all 
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intent of walking fairly, go directly to the red card, and 
forget about giving her the courtesy of a caution. 

4. When there i s  no DQ Board. In races that do not 
use a DQ Post i~~g Board or card collectors, all red cards 
should be passed to the chiefjudge as soon as possible. 
(In this situation, the Chief Judge car1 not act 
independeiitly and must nat be swayed by the number of 
cards issued 011 any particular athlete). The chief judge 
may want to notify con~petitors that they have received 
a red card. The judge that issued it sliould not be 
identified to the competitor. 

5. Only One Card. Judges may issue only one red card 
per athlete! Once the judge issues a red card 011 a 
competitor, the judge may not malce further decisions 
(neither cautions nor red cards) on that athlete. The 
judge must disregard her. If compe1:itors continue to 
violate the definition of race walking, further red cards 
and disqualificatio~~ becolnes the respor~sibility of the 
remaining members of the judging crew. 

J. RECORDING RACE WALK DECISIONS 

1. Judges' Tally Sheets: Each judge is responsible for 
recording the decisions tliey make to caution or issue red 
cards on a judge's tally sheet. The tally sheet must 
include the judge's number, name and must be signed. 

Notations of all judging decisions must iilclude 
the following: 

The competitor's bib number 
The reason for the call 

e The time of day the decision was acted on 

2. Judge's Responsibility. It is tlie judge's responsibility 
to accurately and tl~oroughly record his decisions. A 
competitor's number should appear only once on t l~e  
tally sheet. Check during the race to see that you have 
not entered it twice. For races using hip numbers, pre 
numberirlg the card has proven helpful. Please keep in 
mind, judges must write legibly. 

3. Use the Correct Column. Decisiol~s are recorded in 
two colun~ns; cautions lefi of center and red cards on the 
right. Cautions sl~ould not be considered red cards after 
the fact, so it is important to use the correct column. 

In the following example, Judge 2 pre-numbered 
his card. He gave Competitor 1 a cautior~ for contact two 

EVENT:I~O~PA - 

MALE:- 
- : Loss of  Contact > : Bent Knee 

C O ~  pe ti tot- 
Red Cards 

(In Danger) 

Told 

NAME: CAR€FL4C.. OF;S &RV€l?- 

SIGNATURE: 

Fig. 6:  Judge's Tally Sheet (abbreviated size). 

Notes concerning athletes the judge had 
concerns about should be made in the margins or on the 
back of the sheet and marked over. The tally sheet 
should be signed and turned in to the recorder at the 
event's co~~clusioii. 

K. THE RECORDER 

1. Duties of the Recorder. The recorder works with the 
chief judge and is vital especially during a major race. 
The Recorder receives all red cards from the Judges aiid 
accurately records red cards onto tlie Judges' Summary 
Sheet. The recorder informs the DQ Board Operator of 
red cards for each atlilete so they may be posted. In 
smaller colnpetitions, the recorder may post the red 
cards on the Board. The Recorder notifies the Chief 
Judge or Chief Judge's Assistant wl~en a competitor has 
received three red cards froin three different judges, a ~ ~ d  
is disqualified. The Recorder must organize tlie red cards 
so that they can be reviewed before notification is given. 

minutes before issuing her a red card. He also issued a 2. The Judge's Summary Sheet, Tlne recorder fills in 
red card to competitor # 4 without giving a caution. the following information on tlie Judges' Suin~nary 
From the time on the tally sheet, the card may have been Sheet before the start of the race: na~ne of event. date, 
written at the end of the race, when a caution would have 
served no purpose. 
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name of chjef judge, name of recorder, race start time, 
and the judges' names listed by positioii. 

3. Accuracy is a Must. The Judges' Summary Sheet is 
the official "score sheet" of the judging of the race. As 
red cards are submitted to the recorder, the reasoil for the 
card and the time it was written is both recorded iri the 
judge's colu~nn to the right of competitor's number. 

Fig. 8: Judges' Suln~nary Sheet (Abbreviated) 

- : Loss of Contact - > : Bent Knee 

In the exar~~ple in Figure 8, Coinpetitor 1 was 
disqualified with three red cards for loss of contact. The 
others did not receive red cards from three judges and 
were not disqualified. 

The titne cards were written by judges helps 
coacl~es and others to reconstruct the race afterwards to 
see urhen walkers got into "trouble" with the judges. 
Accuracy tlierefore is a must. 

A further check for accuracy is made after tlie 
event by the Recorder. All individu8al Judges' Tally 
Sheets are collected and red card tallies are compared to 
the red cards actually passed to the Recorder. 

inform co~npetitors of tlie number of red cards that have 

been issued. It is recommended that the board should be 
placed at the start of the final straightaway so iliat each 
competitor can easily view the board when she passes. 
Neither the recorder nor Disqualification Board Operator 
should block its view by competitors. Allowing carded 
walkers to see the marks against them is similar to fouls 

being called in field events; where co~itestants are given 
opportunities to correct their technique. 

Camp 
# 

1 

2. Baard Construction. D.Q. Posting Boards may be as 
simple as poster board with colum~is for cotnpetitor 
numbers, with space next to it for showing number of 
Red Cards. Figure 9 is a diagram of a simply designed 
board displayilig the red cards issued in the race 
sun~~~iarized in Figure 8 

Judge 
1 

I0:14 - 
Judge 

2 
10:15 

N 

Fig. 9. DQ Posting Board. 

Judge 
3 

I 0 : U  

rU. 

D.Q. Posting Board 

3. Operation. The Recorder should work closely with 
the Board Operator. As the red card comes in to the 
Recorder, tlie Judges' Summary Sheet is marked and 1.l1e 
~iu~nber  of the offending athlete is given to the D.Q. 
Baal-d Operator. A mark, such as a red cross, "X" or 
large red dot, or the infraction symbols ( - : Loss of 
Contact > : Bent Knee) is placed next to the athlete's 
number to designate one Red Card. As the athlete 
receives a secoi~d card, a secorid mark is put next to tlie 
athlete's nu~iiber. When a third red card comes to the 
recorder, the recorder rechecks to make sure that 3 
separate judges have proposed disqualification before 
passing it to the board operator for posting. The recorder 
gives the three red cards to tlie chief judge or chief 
judge's assistant, who notifies the athlete of 
disqualification and requests the athlete to leave the 
track. 

DQ's 

3 

N N N  

Judge 
4 

1 

Note: In longer track and road events, cautions are also N ~ t e .  Atl~letes siiould contiliue walking until notified of 

added to the Sun~mary Sheet to get a clearer picture of their disqualification. 

Judge 
5 

the judging. Recording cautions will show judges who 
were "close to" carding athletes but did not advance to 

-/V- 

M. DUAL MEET PROCEDURES 
Red Cards 

1. Modifications of Rules and Procedures. Wher 

4 

L. THE DISQUALIFICATION POSTING officials work dual meets and there are only two officiak 

BOARD available to judge the race walk, standard operatiiig rules 
for oficiating tlie race walk as outlined above, must bc 

1. Purpose. Tlie primary reason for t l~e  board is to 

> 17 
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altered so that illegal competitors will be disqualified. 
State Associatioiis may autliorize the following changes 
to disqualify illegal race walkers when there are fewer 
than five Judges assigned to a dual or double dual meet. 
These alterations should not be used for i~zvitational and 
championship events. 

2. When Two Officials are Assigned. When there are 
only two officials, a starterheferee and a finish judge; 
two red cards will be required for disqualification. If 
both judges, acting independently write red cards on a 
competitor, that competitor is disqualified. 

3. When There Are Three or Four Officials, A 
inajoritv of the judges working the event ilnust 
indepe~~dently issue red cards to disqualify; i.e. 2 out of 
3, or 3 out of 4 to disqualify. 

4. Judging Roles: Tlie starterlreferee should be tlie 
chief race watk judge. The chief judge sl~ould instruct 
l:l~e competitors that they must use a race walk gait 
throughout the event, and that they will be informed of 
ally red cards and possible disqualification at the event's 
conclusion. 

5. Judging Zones: The syste~n of judging zones 
employed when there are five judges suggests that it is 
acceptable to look for cotnpetitors outside tlie norm of 
race walking who are not ill your judging zone, but that 
the judge must wait until the competitor is in their zone 
to make a decision, Jn dual-meet situations, in particular 
when there are only two or three judges, a judge who 
observes clearly visible infractions fi-om competitors 
outside of their zone, may issue red cards for those 
infractions. 
a.) When there are two judges: 

Each judge sliould be responsible for one half of the 
track. 

e Each judge should be responsible for one turn, and 
their part of both straight-a-ways. 
Judges may position thelnselves on the infield so 
thcy may have a clear view of the competition. 
If judges are mobile enough, they may rnove to the 
outside of the track to view the coinpetitors. 
Both judges sl~ould observe tlie finish straight away, 
and should move closer together to observe sprints to 
the finish 

be) When there are three or four judges: 
The clnief judge should use the Zone Method 
discussed earlier. 
The chief judge should observe from the center of the 
track, imoving to each straight-a-way as the 
opportul-r ity merits. 

* A majority of the judges, including the chief should 
be on the final straight-a-way. 

6. Running in Race Walking Events: In dual meet 
competitions, competitors wlio break into a run gain an 
unfair advantage so they ]-nay score points for their team. 
They should not be allowed to score as a race walker, 
The chief judge, starterlreferee who has previously 
warned all coli~petitors about race walking and not 
run~.ling may disqualify competitors who break into a run 
to gain an advantage, regardless of the number of red 
cards issued. 

Rest assured that race walkers do not 
deliberately break the rules. They may be off the ground 
and lose contact, or they may have difficulty 
straightening tlieir legs because they are novices. They 
do not cleliberately break into a run, unless they do so to 
gain a11 advantage. If the competitor is trying to race 
walk, judge them according to the rules, knowing that 
both judges, wlie~i there are only two, and a majority of 
the panel when there are tliree or four, ii~ust observe ail 
infractiori to disqualify. However, wI~eli tlie competitor 
is clearly taking advantage, the chief judge must act to 
protect the co~npetitiorr and the fairness of the evetit. 

In these situations, the chief judgelreferee may 
disqualify those competitors who have blatai~tly 
disregarded their il~structiolls to race walk, regardless of 
tlie number of red cards issued. 

N. SUMMARY 

Race walking judges ensure fairness for all 
walkers by disqualifying competitors wlio are not race 
walking within the rules of race walking. The definitioii 
of race walking and the method of judging race walk 
events are standard tlirougli out tlie world. Modifications 
to procedures niay be made for hig11 scliool events due to 
the short~~ess of high school events. Judging decisions 
sliould be based on observations not 011 guesswork or 
speculatioi~. Knowing how to make judging calls and the 
use or proper judging procedures ensures a well judged 
and fair event. 
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